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Abstract
This paper investigates epenthesis process in Persian to catch some results in relating to vowel and
consonant insertion in Persian lexicon. This survey has a close relationship to the description of
epenthetic consonants and the conditions in which these consonants are used. Since no word in Persian
may begin with a vowel, so that hiatus can’t be considered immensely in Persian. But there are several
reasons to reject such a substantial claim; as the best well-known of them is clitics, such as; plural suffix
/-án/, nominalizer/adjectivizer suffix /-i/, and also the bound morpheme “to be” /-ast/. Obviously, these
morphemes begin with a vowel because of dependency on their before words, thus as a result it occurs
hiatus. In order to resolve hiatus, it should be inserted an epenthetic consonant between them. With
respect to the features of this epenthetic consonant, it should be said that it doesn’t create any distinctive
meaning and so it doesn’t place in contrast with any phoneme. Since the speaker has no authority in the
choice of this epenthetic consonant, thus it isn’t distinctive and just has the structural function, as well as
it is still inserted for the context recovery and suitable syllable structure in Persian. Furthermore, this
process shows that a consonant insertion in different languages is the phonological pattern used for the
world constraint recovery in phonotactics, so that it has a close relationship with syllable structure. Also,
the presented study evaluates its analysis within the framework of optimality theory (Prince &
Smolensky, ). This theory employs a notion of constraint dominance and a mechanism for selecting
the optimal output with respect to a set of ranked constraints.
Keywords: insertion, epenthesis, hiatus, epenthetic consonant, optimality theory, Persian

. Introduction
Epenthesis process (henceforth EP), as a morphophonemic process, often occurs in phonology of different
languages and it causes to insert a phonemic element within a word or at the two - morpheme boundary.
On the other hands, in EP it is inserted a consonant between two vowels in order to resolve hiatus. And
sometimes it is a vowel inserted between two consonant to break consonant cluster because there is no
initial consonant cluster in Persian syllabic structure (KAMBUZIYA, :  ). EP can be detected
in different languages. Some linguists believe that EP is the insertion of a vowel or consonant at the initial
of a word or between the sounds. It often occurs in language learning when the language that is learned
has different combinations of vowels and consonants in the mother’s tongue of learner per se. for example
Iranians learning English language often pronounce the English word ‘espeak’ [espi:k] instead of ‘speak’
[spi:k]. Therefore, it is a vowel inserted at the initial position of a word in Persian language since no
initial consonant cluster exists as the aforementioned. Unlike English language, most of other languages
like Persian don’t use the combinations such as /lm/ or /lp/ as initial consonant cluster, so that the
speakers of these languages can epenthesize a vowel between the initial consonant cluster to break it. For
instance, Persian speakers pronounce the English word ‘Florida’ as [feloɾidá].

In general, it must be noted about consonant insertion between two vowels that, should two similar
phonological elements situate in contiguity to each other, it produces an ungrammatical structure. In this
case, it can refer to a phonological constraint obtained only from a non-linear representation that
McCarthy has stated it, the so- called Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP):
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"Not two similar elements should be situated in the contiguity to each other."
Since the epenthetic segments do not create meaningful distinction in the language and they aren’t in
contrast with other phoneme, as if the speaker has no interference in their selection, as well as based on
the theory of Prague School Phonologists (PSP), they cannot be called “phoneme”, so that it will be
argued over the field of phonetics. But in contrast, J.R. Firth, who is the founder of the first linguistics
department at the University of London in England and also a person whose name is suffused with the
London School, lampoons the theory of PSP. Therefore, he introduces a theory by which language sound
elements are divided into two separate parts: one of them is called ‘phoneme’ and the other is ‘prosodies’
Since the epenthetic consonant situates in the two-morpheme boundary or two-syllable, so that they can
belong to the larger units of phoneme which are prosodies or prosodic units. Emerging such consonant to
resolve hiatus in Persian is the part of process which phoneticians call it ‘epenthesis’.

. Vowels in Persian Language
Persian language, also known as Farsi, is a member of the Iranian branch of the Indo-European languages
and a subfamily of the Indo-Iranian languages. It is the national language of Iran, and is spoken in
countries like Afghanistan and Tajikistan, too.
In Persian, words consist of one or more syllables. The syllable consists of one obligatory vowel
potentially surrounded by consonants. Therefore, a vowel functions as the syllable nucleus and a
consonant occurs at the margins of the syllable. Furthermore, Farsi syllables always take one of these
patterns (i.e., V,CV, CVC, CVCC,VC,VCC) presented in Table below:

PHONETIC FORM

PHONOLOGICAL FORM

PERSIAN SYLLABLES

MEANING

u

V

ϭ

bu

bu

CV

ϮΑ

bar

bar

CVC

ήΑ

sard

sard

CVCC

Ωήγ

ab

VC

Ώ

abr

VCC

ήΑ

ʔu

ʔab

ʔabr
Table : Persian Syllabic Structure
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Vowels like Consonants are the basic elements of each language. Persian language has two sets of
vowels. On the other hand, it has a six-vowel system, with three long vowels (/i/, /u/, /ɑ/) and also three
short vowels (/e/, /æ/, /o/). The discrepancy between these two sets of vowels is usually appropriated to be
a difference in length, so that lax vowels are short and tense vowels are long (COMRIE: ). But the
shortening and lengthening of vowels in Persian isn’t contrastive since they are in contrast together
qualitatively and this factor causes the difference between vowels and the difference in length is a kind of
redundancy. (KAMBUZIYA, :)

high
middle
low

front
i
e
a

Table . Persian Vowels inIPA : 

back
u
o
ɑ

. Significance of the Study
The aim of the presented study is to describe the insertion process (henceforth IP) with the survey of data
in Persian language. Based on the Persian Syllabic Structure, the main purposes of this study are several
reasons such as resolving hiatus and breaking initial consonant cluster as well as no word may begin with
a vowel in surface structure. The presented study tries to illustrate EP in Persian and offers an analysis
within the consideration of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT). OT employs a concept of constraint
dominance and a mechanism for choosing the optimal output with respect to a set of ranked constraints
(for more figuring out of OT, see Prince & Smolensky ).

. Theoretical Considerations
OT is one of the constraint–based approaches emerging at the beginning of ’s by Prince and
Smolensky, and also as the most contemporary linguistic consideration advanced to date, with recent
extensions to development. Based on this theory, the candidate, which incurs the least serious violations
of a set of violable constraints, is considered as a surface structure (output) and in fact it is ‘optimal’
output. On the other hand, this theory not only focuses on exploring of allowed surface structure but also
denies the non – allowed structures. Like other theories, OT has input-output mechanism.

a.

Formal model of OT (adapted from ARCHANGELI, ):

()

GEN

given an input representation, GENerator provides a set of potential output forms.

()

EVAL

given the candidate set created by GEN, EVALuator chooses the most optimal or
harmonic output for the given input representation.

()

CON

a language-specific ranking of a universal set of CONstraints is used by EVAL in
determining the optimal output form.
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b. Examples of faithfulness and markedness constraints (McCarthy & Prince, ):
()

MAX

segments in the input must correspond to segments in the output. (No deletion.)

()

DEP

segments in the output must correspond to segments in the input. (No insertion.)

()
IDENT [FEAT] the place, voice, and manner features of segments of the input must surface in 
the corresponding segments in the output.
()

*COMPLEX

avoid consonant clusters.

As shown in the tableau  below, once a candidate incurs a crucial violation, there is no way for it to
be optimal.

Input

C1

 …

C2

…

Cand
Cand

*

Cand
.
.
.
 Cand

 **!

 *!



Cn

 *

…
…
.
.
.
 …

Tableau . Phonological Representation of Constraints (M. BIJANKHAN, : )

In general, McCarthy () has illustrated OT like the following box chart:

 INPUT 

GEN
 CAN EVAL
 OUTPUT



Figure . The box chart of optimality phonology model (M. BIJANKHAN, : )

Based on this chart, EVALuator receives the candidate set from GENerator, and evaluates it using some
constraint hierarchy, as well as selects its most optimal member as the output of the grammar
(J. McCARTHY, : )
As the aforementioned, in this approach the constraints are two groups which are in complementary
distribution together and in fact the optimality is the argument about these distinctions that as a result it
selects the optimal output:
ϱ

a. Faithfulness constraint:
Faithfulness constraints such as the aforementioned are central tenets of OT: They have been shown to
have cross-linguistic validity in that they account for a variety of independently motivated patterns
(McCarthy & Prince, ).
b. Markedness constraint:
This constraint referred to structural constraints is equally central to OT and have likewise been shown to
account for many phenomena cross-linguistically. These constraints require that output forms be
unmarked in structure.

. Insertion and Epenthesis
Before describing and noting some points about these two processes, it is necessary to be noted some
points about epenthetic consonant, because they have a close relationship with epenthetic consonant.
Epenthetic consonant is that one used over the speech chain to prevent hiatus, usually the first vowel
places at the end of previous morpheme and the second one occurs at the beginning of the next
morpheme. Generally, Insertion process is a concept that adds a new element to a chain based on which a
phonological element is inserted inside a word called EP. In such a process, it inserts a consonant
intervocalically to resolve hiatus, or in order to break a consonant cluster, it may insert a vowel between
two consonant. According to Firth’s point of view, an important figure in the foundation of linguistics as
an autonomous discipline in Britain, these elements emerged at the border of between two syllables or
two morphemes or even between two words belong to the larger units of phoneme, thus they place in the
category of prosodies (. FIRTH,J.R. : ). This process occurs in different languages that the
Persian language is one of them. This paper starts its discussion with the insertion of glottal stop
consonant [ʔ].
Based on syllable structure of Persian language and IP, as the aforementioned, the glottal stop insertion at
the beginning of the words started with a vowel is necessary.
Based on the definitions coming in English resources such as KENSTOWICZ (:) and Crystal
(: ), IP is exactly in contrast with ellipsis process in which one vowel or consonant is added to the
speech chain to produce a more simple model or syllable structure in phonotactics of that particular
language.
SADEGHI () says about consonant insertion between two vowels:
One of the morphophonemic rules in Persian is consonant insertion at the two morphemes boundary, if
there is a vowel at the end of the first morpheme and at the initial of the second one in morphology
process. He poses it as epenthetic consonant.

ϲ

NAJAFI (: ) has noted:
In Persian language, it may be used from some epenthetic consonants such as /-g-/, /-d-/, /-h-/, and
sometimes /-v-/, /-j-/ instead of glottal stop consonant [ʔ]. On the other hand, the use of these epenthetic
consonants is based on morphological considerations.
According to the common view, there are nine epenthetic consonants in the language; i.e. [ʔ], [h], [j], [g],
[ʤ], [t], [d], [w] and [v] (see MAJIDI : -; SADEGHI ; BIJANKHAN : -;
KAMBUZIYA : -.)
.. [ʔ]- insertion
Generally, word-initial glottal stop insertion is based on the property of Persian Syllable Structure since
no word may begin with a vowel in phonetic form. So, if a word begins with a vowel in phonological
form, a glottal stop consonant will fill the onset position. Like the examples below:


/abru/

/eʤbá:r/
/oftá:d/

/ɑ:vard/
/i:stád/
/u:/

[ʔabru]

‘ebrow’

[ʔeʤbɑ:r]

‘obligation’

[ʔoftɑ:d]

‘fell’

[ʔɑ:vard]

‘war’

[ʔi:stɑd]
[ʔu:]

‘stood’  
‘he/she’

In spite of some linguists who believe that in word-initial position the glottal stop is not epenthetic but
phonemic (e.g. WINDFUHR : ) , others believe that it is always epenthetic regardless of its
position and even in Arabic loanwords (e.g. LAZARD : ).
.. Glide insertion
However, if one of the prefixes /be-/ or /na-/ places at the initial of the above words, then EP epenthesizes
the glide /-j-/ that agrees in features with the contiguous vowel often a ‘high vowel’ (LOMBARDI :
) to resolve hiatus. And based on it, the glide /-j-/ agrees with the high vowel /i/ in Persian. Hence,
should the left vowel in hiatus be /i/, the equal glide inserts discussed as a process the so-called ‘vowel
raising’. See the examples below.

/be-j-oftád/

[bijoftád]

‘fell’
ϳ

/be-j-á/

[bijá]

‘come’

/be-j-ɑvar/

[bijávar]

‘bring’

/na-j-ɑmad/

[najɑmad]

‘didn’t come’

With respect to these two morphemes be- and na- , SADEGHI () states that they were pronounced
be: and ne: in PAHLAVI language. Later, the pronunciation of these two morphemes turned into be- and
ne- and then the morpheme ne- changed into na-. But the pronunciation of the morpheme ne- is still
current in the most of the areas of Iran like the examples below in LORI dialect in Boirahmad:

/na-j-ɑmad/

[nijɑmad]

‘didn’t come’

/na-j-ɑvard/

[nijɑvard]

‘didn’t bring’

/na-j-andɑxt/

[nijandɑxt]

‘didn’t shed’

()

*EMPTY

/be+oftɑd/

assign one violation mark for any consonant without a place specification.
ONS

HIATUS

*EMPTY

*

be.jof.tɑd
*!W

be.ʔof.tɑd
be.of.tɑd
Tableau 

DEP

*!W

*

*

Glides, on the other hand, are typical hiatus breakers, occurring intervocalically in a large number of
languages (e.g. Dutch, Booij, ; Korean, Kang, ; Czech, Rubach,  ; Sinhala, Smith, ;
Japanese, Kawahara, ). Conversely, they seem to be rare as default epenthetic segments in wordinitial position. Keep in mind, their usage is discrepancy together. [j] is commonly inserted in the context
of a front vowel; [w] is inserted in the context of a back/round vowel. We will exemplify these epenthetic
consonants later in this paper.
Generally, The IP of epenthetic consonants can occur in the following ways:
. The epenthetic consonant /-g-/ only resolve hiatus in the following morphophonologic contexts
(SADEGHI : -; KAMBUZIYA : -)
a. after the vowel /e/ and before the noun-making suffix –i,
b. after the vowel /e/ and before the plural suffix -ɑn,

c. after the vowel /e/ and before the adverb-making suffix -ɑne,
d. sometimes after the vowel /ɑ/.
ϴ

The use of epenthetic consonant [g] is shown by the examples below.

[suxte]

‘burn’

[kohne]

‘old’

[bande]

‘slave’

[ bande-g-ɑn]

‘ancestor’

[nijɑ-k-ɑn]



[baʧe]
 

[nijá]

‘schorch

[suxte-g-i]

‘ancientry’

[kohne-g-i]

‘child’



‘servants’

[baʧe-g-ɑne]

‘childish’

‘ancestors’

With respect to the example [nijakan] that NAJAFI () has used it as [nijagan], it can state in which
the phoneme /k/ has already been existed as a floating consonant in underlying representation and it refers
to its historical considerations. So the historical considerations can be influenced on selecting of
epenthetic segment in some cases. Also, it can refer to the following example in which the epenthetic
consonant /k/ has been inserted:

[pelle]

‘stair’

[pelle-k-ɑn]

‘stairs’

Furthermore, the historical considerations manifests that some words in Middle Persian have had the
consonant [g] as the final segment historically, but later [g] has been omitted and they end in /e/ in
Persian language nowadays. For example, [zende] as [zendag]. But, as the aforementioned, by adding
plural suffix /-ɑn/, nominalizer/adjectivizer suffix /-i/ and also the adverbializer /-ɑne/ to them, it inserts
the so-called epenthetic [g] to resolve hiatus. As a result, it may be concluded that the so-called epenthetic
[g] just emerges before three suffixes mentioned above.
. Also, in Persian language the so called epenthetic [h] occurs only in the fixed forms below, i.e. when
pronominal enclitics attach to the propositions be ‘to’ and bɑ ‘with’, as exemplified below.

‘to me
‘to you (Sing.)
‘to him/her

/be-em/
/be-et/
/be-eš/

[be-h-em]
[be-h-et]
[be-h-eʃ]

/be-emɑn/

[be-h-emɑn]

/be-etɑn/

[be-h-etɑn]

/be-ešɑn/

[be-h-eʃɑn]

‘to them’

[bɑ-h-ɑm]

‘with me’

‘to us’

‘to you’ (Pl.)


/bɑ-ɑm/

ϵ

‘with you’ (Sing.)

/bɑ-ɑt/

[bɑ-h-ɑt]

/bɑ-ɑš/

[bɑ-h-ɑʃ]

/bɑ-ɑmɑn/

[bɑ-h-ɑmɑn]

/bɑ-ɑtɑn/

[bɑ-h-ɑtɑn]

/bɑ-ɑšɑn/

[bɑ-h-ɑʃɑn]

‘with her/him’

‘with us’

‘with you’ (Pl.)
‘with them’

. Based on morphological considerations, the epenthetic consonant /d/ is attached only in the forms
below which just can occur in literary Persian (see ANVARI : -). On the other hands, this
epenthetic consonant occurs in the following contexts:
a. after the preposition /be-/ ‘to’ and before the demonstrative pronouns /ʔin/ ‘this’, /ʔɑn/ ‘that’.

b. after the preposition /be-/ ‘to’ and before the personal pronouns /ʔu: / ‘he/she’, /ʔi:šɑn/ ‘they’.

‘with this’
‘with that’

/be-in/
/be-ɑn/

[be-d-in]
[be-d-ɑn]

/be-u: /
/be-i:šɑn/

[be-d-u]
[be-d-i:ʃɑn]

‘to him/her’
‘to them’

. Sometimes the epenthetic consonant /v/ is used before the conjunction word /-o/ as exemplified below.

/lɑle-o-zanbaG/

[lɑle-v (w)-o-zanbaG]

/sɑrɑ-o-susan/

[sɑrɑ-v (w)-o-susan]

/kɑhu-o- kalam/

[kɑhu-v (w)-o- kalam]

/ʔɑjne-o-ša:mdɑn/

[ʔɑjne-v (w)-o-ʃa:mdɑn]

/mɑ-o-šomɑ/

[mɑ-v (w)-o-ʃomɑ]

/mardɑne-o-zanɑne/

[mardɑne-v (w)-o-zanɑne]

‘tulip and lily’

‘Sara and Susan’ (Proper names)
‘salad and cabbage’

‘mirror and candlestick’
‘we and you’ (PL.)
‘male and female’

Eventually [v] - epenthesis is also attached in a few fossilized forms before the attributive suffix /–i/ as
exemplified below:

/kora-i/
/sɑri-i/

[kora-v-i]
[sɑra-v-i]

‘spherical’
‘from Sari’ (a city in the north of Iran)

. Should two consonants situate in the two-morpheme boundary sequentially and the vowel coming
before them be long, the epenthetic vowel /e/ epenthesizs between them as exemplified below.
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 /jád-gár/

[jád-e-gár]

‘memorial’

/šád-mán/

[ʃád-e-mán]

‘happy’

/sáz-mán/

[ sáz-e-mán]

/pád-gán/

[pád-e-gán]

‘ organization’

/sáz-gár/

[sáz-e-gár]

/mánd-gár/

[mánd-e-gár]

/sáxt-mán/

[sáxt-e-mán]

/parvard-gár/

[parvard-e-gɑr] ‘God’ 

/pas-ban/

[pás-e-bán]

‘policeman’

/pád-šáh/

[pad-e-ʃɑh]

‘king’

/Gahr-mán/

‘soldiers home'
‘compatible’
‘persistent’

  ‘building’

[Gahr-e-mɑn] ‘knight’


But the so-called epenthetic /e/ is optional at the two-morpheme boundary, so that some of the above
words can be produced with no epenthetic /e/.
Moreover keep in mind, /e/- epenthesis doesn’t apply in the following compound words at all, as
exemplified below.

[gerdbád]

‘tornado’ 

 

[mehrdád] ‘Mehrdad’ (proper name)
[máhrox]

‘Mahrokh’ (proper name)

[ʤándár]

‘creature’

[fálguš]

‘a person who eavesdrop’

[rástgu]

‘truthful’

[kársáz]

‘knifesmith’

 [zargar]

‘jeweller’

ϭϭ

Obviously, the above words make up of two bases or stems. So, in this case it can be said that the rule of
/e/-epenthesis only apply to those words made up of one base and suffix. Thus, it can conclude that the
rule of /e/-epenthesis apply with respect to morphological considerations. In general, the rule of /e/epenthesis will be explained in §  below.

. Sometimes /j/-epenthesis inserts after a vowel and before the morpheme /– e/ which is the sign of the
so-called Ezafe - construction (genitive form) at the two morphemes boundary. On the other hand, if
preceding morpheme ends in a vowel, then in this way [j]-epenthesis will be epenthesized and it will
resolve the hiatus regardless of the quality of the preceding vowel, and there is no exception to this rule as
exemplified below.

/na-ámad/

 

 /xáne-e-man/



 /hardo-e-šomɑ/

/ʔázemá-eš/

  /patu-e-maxmal/

[na-j-ámad] ‘didn’t come’ 
[xáne-j-e-man]



 [hardo-j-e-ߑomɑ]

[ʔázemá-j-eʃ]

 [patu-j-e-maxmal] 

‘my home’
‘both of you’
‘expriment’

‘velvet blanket’

 


But unlike the above examples, if the preceding morpheme ends in a consonant, then /j/ won’t be
epenthesized as exemplified below.

[pesar-e-zerang]

‘a clever boy’

[ketɑb-e-man]

‘my book’

[ʃeʔ]

[r-e-nimɑ]

[fandak-e-sigɑr]

‘he/she’

‘Nima’s poetry’

‘cigarette light’

NAJAFI () refers to the palatal glide [j] - epenthesis in the word [gu-j-ande] and believes that it
inserts to resolve hiatus. But this paper rejects NAJAFI’s claim and believes that, in such cases, [j] isn’t
an epenthetic consonant since /j/ exists in the underlying representation as a floating consonant.
Furthermore, [j] or [ʤ] - epenthesis inserts before the plural suffixes [-ɑn,-ɑt] in Persian to resolve
hiatus as exemplified below.

ϭϮ

a. Plural morpheme [-ɑn].
i:

ij / + [-ɑn]



rumi: + án/ 

>rumij-án@  ‘Romans’

 /bɑni: +án

>bánij-án@

 ʔiráni: + án/

‘sponsors’

>ʔiránij-án@
>ʃiʔij-án@

 / šiʔi: + án

 ʔášená: + án

>ʔáʃenáj-án@





‘shiahs’





‘deafs’ 

>dánáj-án@  ‘wises’

 biná: + án

>bináj-án@  

 dánešʤu: + án

>dáneʃʤuj-án@

>ʤangʤu-j-án@



‘Iranians’

 dáná: + án

 /ʤangʤu: + án

 

 ‘familiars’

>náʃenaváj-án@

 nášenavá: + án



 ‘sights’



 



 ‘students’ 




‘fighters’
 

b. Plural morpheme [-ɑt].
i:

ij / + [-ɑt]


 /mádi:-át

 /robáʔi:-át

[mádij-át] 

‘materials’

[robáʔij-át]   ‘quatrians’

/masnavi:-t/

[masnavij-ɑt]

‘couplet poems’

/maʔnavi:-ɑt/

[maʔnavij-ɑt]

‘noumenon’

ϭϯ

 







With respect to some examples above, also there is an epenthetic consonant in the phonological literature
of Persian that is the voiced affricate [ʤ] taking place only before the plural morpheme [-ɑt]. This Arabic
plural morpheme is synonymous to the plural suffix [-hɑ] in Persian. See the following examples in this
case.
/sabzi:-ɑt/

‘different vegetables’

[sabziʤ-ɑt]

‘different fruits’

/mive-ɑt/

[miveʤ-ɑt]

/torši:-ɑt/

[torʃiʤ-ɑt]

‘a variety of pickles’

/davɑ:-ɑt/

[davɑʤ-ɑt]

‘a variety of medicines’

But KAMBUZIYA (: ) states that since the high vowels [i, u:] are long in Persian, so if they
situate at the end of a word and simultaneously we add them the plural morpheme [-an] , in this case one
part of the high vowel turns into its equal glide [j] or [w], the so-called ‘devocalization’. Thus the high
vowels become short. However, should the left vowel in hiatus be /i/ or /u/, the equal glide /j/ or /w/
inserts respectively. See the example below.
()
[j]-epenthesis after a front vowel.

i:

ij / ˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰ + ɑn

The following examples have been adapted from SADEGHI, :
/arteʃi: +ɑn/
/rohɑni: +ɑn/

[ʔarteʃij-ɑn]

‘soldiers’ 

[rohɑnij-ɑn]

‘clergymen’

/dɑneʃgɑhi: +ɑn/ [dɑneʃgahij-ɑn]

‘collegiate’


[w]-epenthesis after a back vowel:

u:

/bɑzu: +ɑn/

[bɑzuw-ɑn]

‘arms’

/ɑhu: +ɑn/

[ʔɑhuw-ɑn]

‘deers’

/bɑnu: +ɑn]

[bɑnuw-ɑn]

uw / ˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰˰ +ɑn

‘women’
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 Data Analysis
In OT there is a principle the so-called input - output contiguity (IO-CONTIGUITY) based on which
segments that are contiguous in the input must be contiguous in the output. Furthermore, in this theory,
based on the faithfulness constraint, there should be some resemblance between the input and output to
prevent from the creation of a structural gap between input and output. In other words, each phoneme at
the left edge of the input must be corresponded with the phoneme at the left edge of the output. So based
on this constraint, consonant or vowel insertion intervocalically (like the examples in part B below), or
between two consonants (like the examples in part C below) within the words is considered as a violation
of this constraint in OT. In the examples below, the vowels located in the contiguity of a consonant (C1)
in the output are still contiguous with the same consonant but the segment at the left edge of the input is
not correspondent with the segment at the left edge of the output and so in this case, it has been violated
faithfulness constraint. In other words, the contiguity of the segment in the input and the output has not
been violated but the correspondence between them has been violated.

a.

Glottal stop insertion:

Since no word in Persian language should begin with a vowel, Based on Persian Syllable Structure, it
should be inserted a glottal stop consonant /ʔ/ at the initial of words started with a vowel. In other words,
so if a word begins with a vowel in Persian language, then the empty onset position should be filled with
a glottal stop consonant. For example, an input form /eʤbár/ ‘obligation’ will surface as [ʔeʤbár] in
Persian. Generally, Glottal stops are frequently found in the world’s languages (for an overview, see
Lombardi, ) to satisfy an onset requirement. Like the following examples shown in tableau ():


/anváʔ/

[ʔanváʔ]

“types”

/eʤbár/

[ ʔeʤbár ]

/oftɑd/

[ʔoftɑd]

“fall”

[ʔɑvard]

“bring”

[ʔistád ]

“stand”

/ɑvard/
/istád/
/ u:/

 eʤbár
 eʤbár

ʔeʤbár

Tableau 

“obligation”

[ ʔu]

“he/she”

 ONS

 *!

 DEP





 *
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IO – CONTIGUITY - VC




 IO - CONTIGUITY

*!

Glottal stops are inserted in otherwise onset less initial or stressed syllables; an input / eʤbár /

‘obligation’ will be realized as [ʔeʤbár]. EP can be modeled as a case of constraint interaction, more
precisely, as interaction of two basic constraints, one markedness constraints which demands that first
syllables have an onset, and a faithfulness constraint which bans epenthesis. These constraints are
ONSET and DEP-IO, formalized below:
()

ONSET

()

DEP-IO

 syllables have onsets (Prince and Smolensky, )
output segments have a correspondent in the input (no epenthesis; McCarthy 
andPrince, )

b. In the two-morpheme boundary, after the vowel / e / and sometimes after the vowel / ɑ /, usually it

is used from the so-called epenthetic [g]. Like following examples in tableau () in which one of the
constraints has been violated:

/suxte-i/
/kohne- i
/xofte- án/

[suxte-g-i]
[kohne-g-i]
[xofte-g-án]

/ʔásude- i/
 /suxte+i/
suxte-i
suxte-ʔ-i
suxte-g-i
Tableau 

[ʔásude-g-i]
 ONS
 *




 hiatus
 *

“burn”
“oldness”
“asleep people”
“convenience"

IO – CONTIGUITY - VC









 IO - CONTIGUITY

 *




As shown in the tableau  , a constraint*[ʔ] will prohibit a glottal stop from appearing in the output
intervocalically within the word /suxte+i/; the second-least marked segment, dorsal [g], will then come to
the rescue.
c. If two consonant locates at the border of two morphemes sequentially, and the vowel coming before
those consonant to be long, then it should be inserted the vowel/e/ between those two consonant. As the
following examples seen in tableau  below in which has been violated from the second constraint from
OT’s point of view, because under this approach, all elements of the input chain should be existed in
the output while it can be seen in the following examples in which there is no correspondence between
the chain elements of input and output:
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/jádgár/

[ jád-e-gár]

“memorial”

/šádmán /

[ʃád-e-mán]

“happy”

/sázmán/
/Gahrmɑn /

[sáz-e-mán]
[Ghahr-e-mɑn]

“organization”
“knight”

/ ruzgɑr/ 

[ruz-e-gár]

“period”

/pádšáh/

[ pád-e-ʃáh]

“king”

The above examples follow the rule below:

Ø

e

V: C(C) + CVC

VCC + CVC
/jɑd+gɑr/

IO – CONTIGUITY - VC

V:C(C) + CVC

 IO - CONTIGUITY

*

jɑd-e-gɑr
*!

jɑd+gɑr
Tableau 

As shown in tableau () above, the candidate [ʔeʤbɑr] has violated the faithfulness constraint because
the candidate eʤbɑr has been turned into the candidate [ʔeʤbɑr] and it has been inserted the glottal
stop consonant at the initial of it. Furthermore, both candidates [suxte-g-i] and [jɑd-e-gɑr] respectively
shown in the tableau () and () have violated the faithfulness constraint, too.

. Conclusion
Based on Persian Syllabic Structure, there are nine epenthetic consonants in this language. On the basis of
an Optimality-Theoretical analysis, in this paper we argued that since no word in Persian may begin with
a vowel so that it must insert a glottal stop [ʔ] initially. Also, if an open syllable (i.e. the syllable ending
with a vowel) places before a syllable starting with a front vowel, it creates a process which is related to
hiatus. In Persian in order to resolve hiatus, an epenthetic consonant inserts between those two vowels.
The property of this epenthetic consonant is this that it doesn’t place in contrast with any other phoneme.
ϭϳ

Therefore, the presented study states that there are about nine epenthetic consonant, along with [ʔ]insertion like; [h], [j], [g],[ʤ], [t], [d], [w] and [v] resolving hiatus.
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